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AN ALTERNATIVE APROACH TO ELECTRICAL INDEPENDENCE?
Generator? Solar panels? Wind power? Now you can aspire to a FUEL CELL.
The SFC A25 Smart Fuel Cell was launched into the leisure vehicle market on
August 26th, 2003 by SFC Smart Fuel Cell AG at the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf. In
the UK an example of this leading edge technology power solution was on display on
the “Van Bitz” stand at the Warners Southern Motorcaravan Show at Newbury in
May 2004.
(FIG2)
Fuel cells will be the way in the
future
we
provide
quiet
environmentally friendly power to
places
previously
without
electricity.
Large fuel cell
installations are already in use
providing domestic power in
some parts of the world. Smaller
fuel cells are already being
developed by Samsung and
Toshiba for powering Laptop
computers. Medium size units are
running busses or small housing
conurbations.
This small SFC A25 fuel cell system can be carried in an Motorhome and provide
electricity to power TV, lights or other devices as well as charge a conventional lead
acid leisure battery. The fuel cell system SFC A25 provides 50 ampere hours if run
for 24 hours which covers the typical electricity demand of a Motorhome .
With a single fuel cartridge containing 2.5 litres of neat liquid methanol the SFC
A25 runs 24 hours a day for
three days at full power. A
cartridge has a weight of 2.2
kilograms. (FIG3)
Traditionally, owners and users
of Motorhomes have used large
batteries,
engine
driven
generators, wind power or solar
panels. Solar panels require the
sun and generators make noise.
Wind power – wind! This Fuel
cell just gently purrs like a pussy
cat if you put your ear to it! The
gentle purring coming from small internal pumps used to feed the cell with methanol
and air.
In a typical UK motorhome application it is likely that a moderate lead acid battery
will still be required to supply the peak loads. High power consuming items such as
those run via an inverter – Microwave oven for example - will certainly need a decent

battery to support a peak load of 70 amps or so. However, microwaves only run for a
few minutes. The fuel cell will be gently purring along in the background, 24/7 if
necessary to re-charge your battery and keep it in tip top condition.
Controls. (FIG1)
A rotary selector knob enables 4 modes of operation. OFF,
ON, SILENT & CHARGE.
In SILENT mode the unit is providing power only from its
internal sealed lead acid 4 ampere hour buffer battery.
Set to ON the unit will operate to maintain the internal
buffer battery in a charged condition.
In CHARGE mode the unit will charge an external lead
acid battery.
Situated above the selector switch are the four diagnostic
LEDS . Green, Yellow and two Red which indicate the
units status and mode by means of their combination.
(FIG8)
Above the LEDs and behind a cover is the
units DATA port. This is intended
primarily for use by the manufacturer as
no reference is made to it in the sales
literature or operators manual.

At the bottom of the control panel is the
DIN ISO 4165 socket (European cigarette
lighter socket) which can provide a
maximum current of 5.5 amperes at 12
volts. The unit has electronic overload
protection which is backed up with a 10
amp fuse.
Specification basics
Output power - 25 watts at 11 – 14 volts.
Fuel – Undiluted pure Methanol.
Fuel consumption 1.5 litre / kWh during
continuous operation.
Size - 484 x 258 x 163mm. This includes
the full 2.5 litre methanol fuel cartridge and the on board buffer battery.
Weight - 9.7 Kg including fuel cartridge.
Maximum output - 80 watts (from buffer battery)
Noise – about 40db(A) at 1 meter . (About the same as a laptop computer)
One 2.5 litre cartridge which weighs 2.2Kg will provide the same energy as can be
stored in a 140 ampere hour battery. But re-charging is just a matter of replacing the
cartridge, a few seconds job. (Fig4)

Life / Guarantee
The unit is designed for more than 3000 operating hours. The guarantee is 1000
operating hours minimum or 12 months. This being equivalent to having produced a
minimum of 24 Killowatt hours with a design aimed at 72 Kwh. After this the units
output is likely to drop slowly to around 70% of its original capacity over several
months. SFC A25 units can be returned to SFC to be re-worked and have any
defective cells replaced.
Sales/Service – Currently SFC are establishing a UK network through Recreational
Vehicle dealers and similar in the yachting fraternity to represent them. Commercial
outlets are also being sought.

The Technology. (FIG7)
All batteries generate electrical
energy by a chemical reaction.
The normal Lead-Acid battery
used for both engine starting and
leisure use is a stack of series
connected "secondary cells" .
This battery can be re-charged by
reversing the current flow and
therefore reversing the chemical
reaction to restore the "cells" to
their original chemical condition.
The disposable use once battery
is made up of a series of
"Primary cells" and uses a
different chemical process than
cannot be reversed electrically.
When all the active chemicals are
used up the battery or primary cells is dead. A fuel cell works similar to a battery. In a
primary cell there are two electrodes which are separated by an electrolyte. At least
one of the electrodes is generally made of a solid metal.(Zink) This metal is converted
to another chemical compound during the production of electricity in the battery. The
energy that the battery can produce is limited by the amount of this solid metal that
can be converted. In the fuel cell the solid metal is replaced by an electrode that is not
consumed and a fuel that continuously replenishes the fuel cell
Thus the FUEL CELL is similar to a disposable battery in many respects but the
chemical components that require replacement are continuously replenished to
constantly keep the cell "charged".
In the SFC A25 fuel cell unit the chemical components necessary to keep the cell
alive are Methanol and Air, from which the oxygen is used. This type of fuel cell is
called the "Direct Methanol Fuel Cell" (DMFC) . It is relatively simple in concept and
runs at ambient temperatures. Each DMFC cell will generate somewhere between 0.3
to 0.9 of a volt depending on load and temperature, so several series connected cells
in a "stack" are required to make a nominal 12 volt battery of fuel cells.
The DMFC converts methanol and oxygen electrochemically into electrical energy,
heat, carbon dioxide and water.
The platinum/ruthenium catalyst on a carbon substrate within the cell first splits the
methanol into the hydrogen and carbon dioxide, then it splits the hydrogen directly

into electrons and protons. The protons then diffuse across the polymer membrane to
the cathode (positive electrode), while the electrons pass as current through the
external circuit.
At the cathode, the electrons then recombine with the protons that have passed across
the membrane and with oxygen taken from the air to form water.
The cathode reaction is catalyzed by platinum particles on a carbon substrate.
The overall process in the methanol/air fuel cell is thus the direct conversion of the
energy of methanol fuel to electric power, with carbon dioxide and water vapor as the
only two by-products. Exhaust gasses being similar to humans!
Fuel cells require absolute cleanliness of the fuel. In the case of the DMFC the
methanol fuel is sometimes a dilution of Methanol in pure water. In the case of the
SFC A25 the Methanol is undiluted and very pure. One 2.5 liter can hold a lot of
energy! ( The water required remains within the A25 and is re-cycled)
Any contamination of the fuel will result in rapid deterioration of the cell. Because of
this the can is a semi-sealed cartridge which must be replaced with another sourced
from SFC.
The SFC A25 is between 30 – 40% fuel-efficient depending on load conditions. This
is about twice as efficient as a road vehicle piston engine at some 19% true fuel
efficiency.
Smart Fuel Cell AG is located in Munich and was founded in 2000 by Manfred
Stefener.
The Costs
Leading edge technology does not come cheap! The guide price is EU 26800 (£1800
ish) for the SFC A25. A replacement 2.5 litre fuel cartridge will set you back about
EU 14.9 (£10 ish) if picked up from an appointed dealer.. Sending replacement
Methanol cartridges via the UK post will not be cheap either, so the quicker the
dealer network is established the better!. In Germany the TUV have already certified
the container and its contents safe for transportation and SFC have certification that
permits world wide distribution.
Smart Fuel Cell AG offers a doorstep delivery for Methanol cartridges where
necessary.
The future
If the DMFC continues to thrive then prices will surely tumble in the same way they
have for digital cameras and computers. Military use of the DMFC for powering man
portable electronic devices is well established due to its light weight and much
improved power density compared with batteries.
Laptop and palm top computers are already lined up by Toshiba and others for the
Fuel cell treatment miniature style.
For more information on the SMC A25 look at www.smartfuelcell.com
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